as French horns) and adding new colors to
the orchestral palette but in freeing modern
jazz from big-band swing that, even when
meretorious in its own right, often had a
restrictive influence on the projection of the
new tonal and rhythmic concepts.
This album is not merely a jazz treatment
—with “Porgy and Bess” marking the blast¬
off area—it is an orchestral approach to the
score. Perhaps the most suggestive compari¬
son would be some of Ellington’s work. But
that by no means tells the whole story. Gil’s
originality in orchestral jazz and Miles
Davis’ powerful talent (that is buttressed by
an increased grasp of complex musical prob¬
lems) suggest that when these two collabor¬
ate successfully, the wail will be heard
’round the world!
Thus, the album involves a distinguished
jazz arranger who was largely self-taught,
an honored composer who worked as a songplugger in Tin Pan Alley and a dynamic
artist in jazz who wrote Charlie Parker
phrases on matchbook covers. And just to
fatten it up, there’s the lyric writer, brother
Ira—the piano in the Gershwin home was
meant for him but George was the one who
used it—and the “book” about life on Cat¬
fish Row by DuBose and Dorothy Heyward.
Though there are no vocals in this presenta¬
tion, these last are important because Miles
and Gil do not merely flirt with show music
tunes, they do a job on this greatest of
operettas related to Negro folk music and
jazz. In working from the vocal score, Gil
was aware of both literary and musieal re¬
lationships. On Prayer (Oh Doctor Jesus)
he sensed the seriousness with which Gersh¬
win had approached the theme and in this
“healing” prayer, in which the “amens” etc.
are given to the orchestra, there is an
urgency, a suppliance of sound. Then there
is the use made of I Got Plenty of Nothin’ as
the opening release of It Ain’t Necessarily
So and the evocative strain in My Man’s
Gone Now that sounds almost like a reprise
of Summertime.

THIS COLUMBIA STEREO

lem,” giving it the solemnity due a momen¬
tous moral issue!
However, we are concerned not merely
with the young Gershwin whose Concerto in
F was such a memorable contribution to
American music, but with the still younger
Gershwin who cut piano rolls in the same
shop as James P. Johnson, the old master of
Harlem piano, and with the composer who
later on listened to- Bessie Smith and the
blues. At the time the Rhapsody in Blue was
orchestrated, jazz orchestral writing as we
know it today was unheard of. Gershwin
himself did not orchestrate it, being un¬
skilled in that sphere, but perhaps this was
not so much of a lack as he himself thought
at the time. The classically trained men of
those days—even those hardy souls who were
willing—were quite unable to interpret jazz
scores. Jazzmen, on the other hand, were
usually incapable of symphonic reading of
professional calibre. Nowadays, many men
have equal facility in both fields.
Yet in the present decade, jazz orchestra¬
tion remains more than ever a special field.
Perhaps this is why it seems to find expres¬
sion best, as a rule, through its own writers.
In a recent conversation, Gil mentioned Miles’
beautifully deliberate — controlled, yet sus¬
penseful—rhythmic style on slow tempos, re¬
minding me of Bill Russo’s statement (in
The New Yearbook of Jazz Horizon) that
“the melodic curve, the organic structure, and
the continuity of a Miles Davis solo . .. cannot
be perceived very easily by a classically
trained musician.” But some of the men in
this band, such as Gunther Schuller, have
had classical training and are examples of
what I referred to in a magazine piece as
“a new breed of cats.”
Though he can particularize with regard
to the innumerable facets of orchestral writ¬
ing, Gil thinks of the music in its entirety,
as a painter thinks of a canvas. Indeed, when
he speaks of depth or density of sound, im¬
pingement of instrumental tone, the dynam-
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